PUBLICATIONS

Books


Journal Articles


*Published under my former name, Ah Chong:*


**Book chapters**


**Research reports**


**Invited Keynotes / Plenary presentations**


**Conferences / conference papers**

Co-convenor (with Melissa Aronczyk and Anu Kantola), ICA 2016 pre-conference: ‘Powers of Promotion: Apprehending the socal and political impacts of promotional culture’


**GRANTS AND AWARDS**

**Successful grant applications**


Principal investigator, Communities and Culture Network+ small grant, *Interrogating the complexities of digital communication for young people engaged in social action*. £8,437, plus follow-on funding of £6,642 2014-2016.

Principal investigator, Professional Services Hub, University of Leeds, seedcorn grant, *Recruitment in professional service fields: helping or hampering diversity? A case study of public relations*. £3,000. 2015-16 (with Dr Sundeep Aulakh)

University Student Education Fellowship, University of Leeds, *Understanding the MA Experience in the Arts and Humanities*. £4,000 plus £1,000 honorarium. 2014-2016.

Principal investigator, CCI Hub University of Leeds, seedcorn grant, *Communicating Feminism online: A case study with Rape Crisis England and Wales*. £2,830 plus follow-on Impact funding of . 2014-16 (with Dr Fiona Philip).


MOMS Research Funding Grant: *Crisis, Social and Cultural Capital and Survival: The Case of BBC 6Music and the Asian Network*. £2,000. 2011.

Promising Researcher Fellowship, Leeds Metropolitan University, 2008 (one semester buy-out of teaching time).

Top paper award 2013, ICA Communication Policy Division (with co-authors Giles Moss, Bethany Klein, Fiona Philip and David Lee): *Justifying Copyright: Discourse, Legitimation and Critique*. 